Saint Mary's Academic Writing Awards, Winter 2011

Winning papers

Top prize - $500, lead article in the new Writing Centre Journal, transcript line mentioning this honour
"Erecting, Entering, Emitting: Early Modern Definitions of Manhood and Masculinity"
Katherine Crooks
The Western Family, History 3145
Instructor – Dr. Lyndan Warner

Adjudicators

Humanities
Winner – $50, Transcript line mentioning this honour
"Erecting, Entering, Emitting: Early Modern Definitions of Manhood and Masculinity"
Katherine Crooks
The Western Family, History 3145
Instructor – Dr. Lyndan Warner

1st Runner up – $25, submitted to the new Writing Centre Journal, transcript line mentioning this honour
"Feminine Dharma: Buddhist Women and Duty to the Earth"
Amanda C. LaPointe
Women and Religion Today, Religion 2333
Instructor – Dr. Anne-Marie Dalton

Honourable mention – Transcript line mentioning this honour
"Careless Objectification: A Cautionary Tale"
Alison Rudy
English
Instructor – Mr. Jackie Cameron

Science
Winner – $50, submitted to the new Writing Centre Journal, transcript line mentioning this honour
"The role of personalization in salons and barber shops"
Lisa Verge
Environmental Psychology
Instructor – Dr. Kenneth Hill

Runner up – $25, submitted to the new Writing Centre Journal, transcript line mentioning this honour
"Microflora of the human gastrointestinal tract"
Rebecca Kennedy
Environmental Microbiology, Biology 4414.2
Instructor – Dr. Jessica Boyd
Social Science
Winner – $50, submitted to the new Writing Centre Journal, transcript line mentioning this honour
"Canada in Kandahar"
Michael Murphy
Canadian Foreign Policy, Political Science
Instructor – Dr. Edna Keeble

Runner up – $25, submitted to the new Writing Centre Journal, transcript line mentioning this honour
"Symbolism, Complexity and Intentional Burial among the Neanderthals"
Jonathan Cranton Phillips
World History, Anthropology 3375
Instructor – Mr. Jonathan Fowler

Honourable mention – Transcript line mentioning this honour
"The Salience of Culturally Sensitive Therapy in Modern Practice"
Christian Hahn
Psychology 3830.2
Instructor – Dr. David Bourgeois